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About This Game

Battle demons and undead attorneys, and win souls to pay back your student loans! At the elite demonic-law firm of Varkath
Nebuchadnezzar Stone, you'll depose a fallen god, find romance, and maybe even make partner, if you don't lose your own soul

first.

"Choice of the Deathless" is a necromantic legal thriller by Max Gladstone, Campbell Award-nominated author of Three Parts
Dead and Two Serpents Rise. The game is entirely text-based--without graphics or sound effects--and fueled by the vast,

unstoppable power of your imagination.

 Explore a fantasy realm with a rich and evolving backstory, based on the novels published by Tor Books.

 Play as male or female, gay or straight, dead or alive (or both).

 Build your career on carefully reasoned contracts, or party all night with the skeletal partners at your firm.

 Navigate intrigue and mystery in a world of scheming magicians and devious monsters.

 Look for love in at least some of the right places.

 Balance student loans, sleep, daily commute, rent payments, and demonic litigation—hey, nobody said being a wizard
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was always fun.
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not bad
 multiplayer and its a good and fun game. doesn't worth 10$. The hell is that?. Game does not work.. Truly the best game on
steam. Come play this game about love and loss, and carrots. This game is perfect, it cured my cancer and was the first game
I've ever played to make me cry. Buy this game if you want to experience true happiness.. Of course if you are reading tyhis
review you have played the other games and probably liked them enough to be interested in this one and you wont be
diappointed. The two added stats and sleuthing at the beginning are a welcome edition and the character developments of nearly
the whole cast was absolutely fun to read. I do have a wraning though. There is a very odd tonal shift half way through that
fundamentally challeneges both the Ronin and you as a reader and gloriously sets up the second half of this 6 part series.
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Overall great sim with a lot of heart. I'm ok for the pricing, although as a long time supporter of this game i wish my total bill
wasn't twice the one a newcomer would have to pay for the same content.

Apart from that, i think this game is at its best. The lack of variety of tracks is getting solved and the rest is spot on.

One mitigant: Please, would you stop with the GT3 already ? Or propose us splitted add on packs so i don't have to buy all those
cars i'll never use. :). got the route and 8f pack but the V2 is no there to be seen. Needs a lot of work yet. could be an alright
little game. but right now it is far from finished. only buy if you know what an early access game is.. Really nice and funny
game when u love to destroy things u cant make anything wrong when buying it!
. idle game but waiting times are too long to activly play but too short to idle. Very good game, if u like risk (the board game)
has a few glitches on which can be anoyying. like crashes if you make certain moves and also attacking your own army
sometimes if you attack a place from multiple sides. also a few times stack of alot of troops changed to the enemy side after the
provenance which they where attacking from got attacked in the same pharse and lost.
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